Friction between ordered, atomically smooth surfaces at the nanoscale (nanofriction) is often governed by stick-slip processes. To test long-standing atomistic models of such processes, we implement a synthetic nanofriction interface between a laser-cooled Coulomb crystal of ions as the moving object, and a periodic light-field potential as the substrate, enabling us to directly observe and control individual atoms at a frictional interface. We show that stick-slip friction can be tuned from maximal to nearly frictionless via arrangement of the ions relative to the substrate. By varying the ion number, we also show that this strong dependence of friction on the structural mismatch, as predicted by many-particle models, already emerges at the level of two or three atoms. This model system enables a microscopic and systematic investigation of friction, potentially even into the quantum many-body regime.
Friction between ordered, atomically smooth surfaces at the nanoscale (nanofriction) is often governed by stick-slip processes. To test long-standing atomistic models of such processes, we implement a synthetic nanofriction interface between a laser-cooled Coulomb crystal of ions as the moving object, and a periodic light-field potential as the substrate, enabling us to directly observe and control individual atoms at a frictional interface. We show that stick-slip friction can be tuned from maximal to nearly frictionless via arrangement of the ions relative to the substrate. By varying the ion number, we also show that this strong dependence of friction on the structural mismatch, as predicted by many-particle models, already emerges at the level of two or three atoms. This model system enables a microscopic and systematic investigation of friction, potentially even into the quantum many-body regime.
Stick-slip friction is a non-linear phenomenon where two surfaces stick due to a static friction force and accumulate potential energy under increasing applied shear force, then slip suddenly. As the released energy is dissipated, the surfaces stick again and the process repeats (1) . This phenomenon spans many orders of magnitude from the nanometer length scales of biological molecules and atomic contacts (1) (2) (3) to the kilometer scales of earthquakes (4) . Interestingly, at the nanoscale, the sticking forces can cancel due to lattice mismatch between surfaces, resulting in continuous and almost frictionless sliding termed superlubricity (5) . Despite their fundamental and technological importance, stick-slip and superlubricity are not yet fully understood, because of the difficulty of probing an interface with atomic resolution and control of microscopic parameters.
Here, following recent proposals (6-9), we present a novel experimental system that allows us to study and control nanofriction at the individual-atom level. As shown in Fig.1a , a nanofriction interface is formed by a trapped-ion crystal (10) transported over the sinusoidal potential of an optical standing wave (optical lattice), emulating an elastic crystal moving over a rigid periodic substrate. We measure the static friction force and the dissipated energy for each individual ion by detecting its position with sublattice-site spatial resolution, and time resolution below the thermal relaxation time scale. We show that stick-slip friction can be dramatically reduced by inducing, via ion spacing, a structural mismatch between the ion crystal and the optical lattice. We observe that this suppression of friction is accompanied by a transition in the nature of transport from a regime where all ions slip at once, to a regime where the ions slide over the lattice barriers one at a time, corresponding to propagating kinks. Remarkably, this mismatch-induced lubricity, often explained in terms of incommensurable infinite periodic crystals (11) , emerges already in a finite system containing as few as two or three atoms.
Among the atomistic models of friction, the simplest is the single-particle stick-slip model proposed by Prandtl and Tomlinson (PT) in 1928 and 1929 (12, 13) . In this model, the particle, held in a mean-field harmonic potential of some crystal, is driven across a sinusoidal potential of a rigid substrate crystal. The oneparticle PT model, however, fails to capture the effects of structural mismatch between the crystal surfaces. A many-particle model, proposed by Frenkel and Kontorova (FK) in 1938 (11, 14) , instead treats the elastic crystal as an array of atoms joined by springs. Friction in this model is governed by the commensurability of the substrate and the unperturbed elastic crystal, and exhibits non-trivial dynamics due to kinks and other solitons (11) , as well as rich phenomena such as the pinned-to-sliding phase transition predicted by Aubry in 1983 (15) , and the related superlubricity (5).
State-of-the-art tools, such as atomic force microscopy (16) , are able to measure tiny shear forces and atomic-scale slips between atomically smooth surfaces comprising down to a few atoms (17) (18) (19) . This has allowed, for example, to vary stick-slip friction via the relative orientation of crystal lattices forming the interface, and demonstrate superlubricity (20, 21) . Most experimental observations of stick-slip in these systems can be qualitatively explained via variants of the PT or the FK models, but without direct access to the microscopic dynamics. A macroscopic friction simulator, on the other hand, implemented with colloidal polystyrene beads on water and in an optical lattice, has confirmed some dynamical aspects such as the propagating kinks predicted by the FK model (22) .
In our experiments, enabled by the recent trapping of an ion in an optical lattice (23-25), we realize a friction simulator with real atoms. 174 Yb + ions, laser cooled to sub-millikelvin temperatures, are held in a linear Paul trap (details in ref. (26)), where they self-organize into an inhomogeneous one-dimensional crystal due to their mutual Coulomb repulsion. The addition of a sinusoidal optical-lattice potential to the harmonic confinement of the Paul trap (details in (23, 27) ) produces a corrugated potential V for an ion at position xi given by V /(mω 2 0 a 2 ) = 1 2
xi , as illustrated in Fig.1a . Here m is the ion's mass, a = 185 nm is the optical-lattice period, and X is the position of the Paul trap. This potential is characterized by the dimensionless corrugation parameter η, equal to the confinement ratio (ωL/ω0) 2 of the lattice site vibrational frequency ωL/(2π) to the Paul trap longitudinal vibrational frequency ω0/(2π), both of which can be tuned over a wide range via laser intensity and static electric fields, respectively. The translation X(t) = F (t)/(mω 2 0 ) of the Paul trap with respect to the optical lattice transports the ion crystal at adjustable speed, when the uniform electric force F (t) is linearly ramped up and down. The distribution of ion positions relative to the lattice can be tuned with nanometer precision via ω0, allowing us to introduce a controlled structural mismatch between object (ion crystal) and substrate (optical lattice). To remove the heat generated by friction, the ions are continuously laser cooled to temperatures much lower than the optical-lattice depth (23) . As a result of the cooling scheme, each ion's fluorescence is proportional to its optical-lattice potential energy, allowing us to monitor the ion's position in the optical lattice during transport.
We first benchmark our nanofriction simulator against the PT model by transporting a single trapped ion in the corrugated potential V . Under intermediate corrugation, stick-slip results fom the applied force inducing switching between the two minima of a bistable potential, as illustrated in Fig.1b . As the force is linearly ramped up, the ion sticks in the initial site (#1), riding arXiv:1410.4169v1 [physics.atom-ph] 15 Oct 2014 up the lattice potential and increasing in fluorescence (#2), until a critical maximum static friction force Fs is reached. At that point, the barrier vanishes and the initial minimum disappears, resulting in a fold catastrophe (1) . The ion discontinuously slips from its initial site to the global minimum one site over (#3). The ion then dissipates the released energy ∆W via laser cooling, while localizing again in the lattice potential and reducing the observed fluorescence. The positions of fluorescence peaks appearing in the experimental traces in Fig.2a thus correspond to the maximum static friction force Fs, when the ion slips. As the force is reversed, hysteresis can be clearly observed in the shift 2Fs between the forward and reverse slips (Fig.2a) . The fluorescence increase leading up to each slip is converted to the ion's position to reconstruct the force-displacement curve enclosing the area 2∆W , as shown in Fig.2b . We repeat the measurement at different values of the corrugation parameter η = (ωL/ω0) 2 , and plot in Fig.2c the maximum static friction force Fs versus η. For η < 1 friction vanishes, as there is no bistability and the unique potential minimum is continuously translated by the applied force. For 1 < η < results in more complicated stick-slip patterns and is not explored in this paper.
To study multiparticle models with a trapped ion crystal, we load a desired number of ions up to N = 6, and control their matching to the periodic optical-lattice potential via the electrostatic harmonic confinement ω0. In the FK model, mismatch is manifested as incommensurability of the (infinite) object and substrate lattices. Although our ion crystals are finite and inhomogeneous, we find that the essence of the FK model can be captured by introducing a matching parameter q, that quantifies the alignment of the ions with equivalent points on the lattice when unperturbed by it. We define q = maxX 1 N i sin 2π(xi0 − X)/a , the maximum possible averaged force of the optical lattice on the ions, when considering their lattice-free (unperturbed) equilibrium positions xi0 as the harmonic trap is displaced relative to the lattice. q also represents the normalized potential barrier in the bistable energy landscape seen by the unperturbed ion crystal. By adjusting the Paul trap vibration frequency ω0, we can continuously vary q between q = 1, where each ion experiences an identical lattice force and the crystal behaves like a single particle (corresponding to the commensurate case in the FK model), and q = 0, where the lattice forces on the unperturbed crystal cancel out (analogous to an incommensurate arrangement).
For a selected matching q, we drive the ion crystal across the lattice by linearly increasing the applied force, and measure for each ion separately the stick-slip hysteresis, exctracting Fs and ∆W . This is performed for crystal sizes from N = 2 to N = 6 ions at a value of η just below 3π 2
. As we switch from the matched case q = 1 to the mismatched case q = 0, we observe the friction change from maximal, corresponding to strong one-ion stick-slip friction for each ion, to nearly zero, corresponding to a superlubric regime, as shown in Fig.3 for N = 3 . Fluorescence of all three ions is plotted against the applied force in the forward and reverse directions, and the fluorescence peaks indicate the moment when each ion passes the barrier between two lattice sites. The data reveal that in the matched case, ions stick and slip together as a rigid body, with strong hysteresis between the forward and reverse transport, resulting in the maximal force-displacement hysteresis loop for each ion (middle ion shown), and maximal friction. By contrast, in the mismatched case, the ions move over the lattice in a staggered kinklike fashion, and each of the ions experiences almost no hysteresis or friction.
In Fig.4 , we plot the measured, maximum static friction force Fs, averaged over the ions 27) ). As q is lowered from 1, the friction drops quickly, then slowly approaches a much reduced value at q = 0, that decreases with increasing crystal size. Notably, for the mismatched case q = 0, there is an almost tenfold reduction in friction already for N = 2 ions, and a hundredfold reduction for N = 6 ions. Numerical simulations of this behaviour at zero temperature (dashed lines in Fig.4) show qualitative agreement, but fail to account for the finite temperature of the ions in the experiment. For lower q values the effective barrier separating two potential minima is reduced, and the friction is more sensitive to temperature (27) . To take temperature-induced friction reduction (thermolubricity) (1) into account, we perform full dynamics simulations accounting for the finite crystal temperature (see (27) ) and find good agreement with the experiment (solid lines in Fig.4 ). These simulations indicate that in the limit of low q thermolubricity and superlubricity (mismatch-induced lubricity) reduce the observed friction by similar factors in our data.
In summary, we have implemented an atomic friction simulator to study nanofriction with atom-by-atom observation and control capabilities. As a function of the object-substrate structural matching, we observe two regimes of microscopic dynamics: a matched high-friction regime of simultaneous slipping that can be reduced to the single-particle Prandtl-Tomlinson model, and a mismatched low-friction regime of kink propagation characteristic of the manyparticle Frenkel-Kontorova model. These results may point to new ways of engineering nanofriction by structural control in finite-size systems. Intriguing future possibilities include the coupling to internal states of the ions (28) for the study of spin-dependent transport and friction (9) , and the regime of weak periodic potentials, where quantum-mechanical tunneling may lead to new quantum phases (6, 9). 174 Yb + ions and an optical lattice, with single-ion-resolving microscope. The typical ion spacing is 6 µm, and the lattice pediod a = 185 nm. In the bottom illustration of the corrugated potential, the lattice period and the corrugation are strongly exaggerated. b) Stick-slip results from bistability, illustrated here for a single ion. We linearly ramp a shear force causing the ion to jump between the minima, and we measure its position via fluorescence, proportional to the lattice potential energy: (1) ion initialized in the left site; (2) the applied force pushes the ion up the lattice potential, eventually causing the slip; (3) immediately after the slip, the ion is optically recooled and localizes to the right site; (4), (5), (6) Figure 3 : Changing friction in a 3-ion crystal from maximal to nearly frictionless (superlubric) by structural mismatch. In the matched case (top), the ions stick and slip synchronously during transport (the observed fluorescence for each ion expressed as a photon detection rate and indicated by the color, is maximum when the given ion slips over a potential barrier). The large hysteresis corresponds to large friction, shown here for the middle ion. In the mismatched case (bottom), the different ions slip in a staggered fashion and the friction and hysteresis nearly vanish. 
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Trapping Potentials The one-dimensional corrugated potential V is produced by an intra-cavity optical standing wave superimposed on a linear Paul trap as described in detail in ref. (23) . The TEM00 mode of the cavity is pumped by laser light blue-detuned by 12.7 GHz from the 369 nm 2 S 1/2 → 2 P 1/2 transition in 174 Yb + , resulting in optical-lattice potential minima at the nodes of the optical field. The corrugation parameter η = (ωL/ω0) 2 is defined in terms of the quantity ωL = 2π 2 U/(ma 2 ), which is the oscillation frequency of an ion around an optical-lattice potential minimum in the harmonic approximation. The optical lattice coincides with the purely electrostatic axis of the Paul trap, along which the ions self-organize into a one-dimensional Coulomb crystal due to a much stronger transverse confinement by radio-frequency fields, with vibrational frequencies ωtrans/(2π) in excess of 1 MHz. Although the ions in a crystal interact via a long-range Coulomb force scaling as |xi − xj| −2 , it can be linearized for small ion displacements from equilibrium on the scale of the optical lattice spacing, resulting to leading order in next-neighbour spring forces as in the Frenkel-Kontorova model.
Effects of Temperature on Friction
The temperature of the system can have a significant effect on stick-slip processes due to thermally induced hopping between two potential minima. In our system, the temperature is regulated by means of laser cooling, providing a dissipation mechanism to remove the heat released in the slip process. By the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the ion follows a thermal distribution characterized by temperature T and a damping rate r. One can define a dimensionless ratio κ = r · exp − U/(kBT ) / v/a of the thermal hopping rate over the bare lattice potential barrier U to the driven tranport rate over one lattice site at velocity v. When κ 1, stick-slip is pre-empted by thermal hopping between the sites and its effect is much reduced. To observe stick-slip in deterministic transport, thermal hopping must be negligible (κ 1), which we achieve by making the temperature low kBT U , and by choosing the transport speed v/a high enough. We measure U/kBT independently by the equilibrium fluorescence of the middle ion in the crystal, placed at a minimum (node) of the optical lattice. As the ion thermally samples the optical potential, it scatters fluorescence proportional to its temperature due to the laser cooling configuration (23) . For N = 3 (data presented in Fig.3 ), the temperature for the q = 0 case is measured to be at most twice the temperature for the q = 1 case, where kBT /U ≈ 0.05. If we increase the temperature for the q = 1 case to match that of the q = 0 case, we find the measured friction to be reduced only by a factor of 2, by much less than the over tenfold reduction in the measured friction when changing the mismatch from q = 1 to q = 0. From this we conclude that temperature alone cannot explain the observed reduction in stick-slip friction.
In order to further assess the effects of temperature on friction when the structural mismatch q is tuned (Fig.4) , we numerically simulate the full dynamics for crystals of different N . Using the Langevin formalism for the equations of motion subject to a fluctuating force (1), we obtain the q-dependence of friction for different temperatures. We find that in order to reproduce our experimental data, a q-dependent temperature is required. This is not unexpected from our cooling configuration (23, 29) , because the cooling efficiency changes depending on an ion's location in the optical potential, and q tunes the arrangement the of the ions relative to the optical potential. In the matched case, kBT (q = 1)/U ≈ 0.05 is measured, while in mismatched case, kBT (q = 0)/U = 0.35, as the only free parameter, yields the best fit to experimental data. For intermediate matching values q we assume that the temperature increases linearly from q = 1 to q = 0.
Controlling the q parameter The structural mismatch parameter q is measured by imaging the ion crystal as it is transported across the optical lattice in the regime where temperature dominates (κ 1), and the optical-lattice potential is weak η ≈ 1. In this way, the fluorescence signal from each ion reflects its average position relative to the optical-lattice potential, minimally perturbed by the optical force (aided by thermal averaging). We use these measurements to calibrate the Paul trap vibrational frequency ω0 corresponding to the minimum value of q, and from there on use calculated values of q corresponding to the control parameter ω0 and the given N . q-dependence of dissipated energy . , W/ W (1) q matched mismatched
